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Abstract—In this paper we present, showcase, and analize a
novel framework to dissect Social Engineering (SE) attacks.
The framework is based on extant theories in the cognitive
sciences, and is meant as an instrument for researchers and
practitioners alike to structure and analyze SE attacks of
varying sophistication, isolating specific features and their
effects at the cognitive level, and providing a common struc-
ture for comparisons across different attacks. We showcase
the framework against attacks reproduced in the academic
literature as well as against real (highly-targeted) SE attacks
reported in the wild, isolating and relating effects and
techniques adopted by the attackers to the target’s cognitive
process. We discuss implications for research and practice
of the proposed framework.

Index Terms—social engineering, cognitive science

1. Introduction

Social Engineering (SE) attacks are taking an increas-
ingly prominent role in the cyber-security threat landscape,
from attacks against individual citizens to attacks threaten-
ing societal processes, such the EU election and, recently,
the supply chain for the distribution of COVID-19 vaccines.

SE attacks are cognitive attacks aiming at deceiving
individuals by exploiting ‘vulnerabilities’ inborn in human
cognition, with the goal of gaining access to confiden-
tial information and/or deliver malware on the target’s
system [1]. In particular, the last years have witnessed
an increased sophistication of human-based exploitation
techniques, evolving from less sophisticated ‘your email
account is full, click here to reset your password’ type
of attacks to tailored and well targeted attacks exploiting
target information [2]. Research in this area must therefore
take a multidisciplinary approach to grasp the nuances of
the interactions between the technical aspects of an attack,
and the cognitive aspects characterizing its human element.

As a result, a new strain of empirical research testing
attack features and the corresponding cognitive effects
recently emerged. However, empirical research results are
often contrasting and hard to contextualize, making it
hard to derive effective defensive measures for real world
applications. Sommestad and Karlzen [3] provide a recent
overview of the direction and size of cognitive effects in
SE, but the question of how to develop SE research to
support a coherent interpretation of cognitive effects, and
test related countermeasures, remains an open problem.

We argue that the primary reason for this is the lack
of a structured, shared understanding of the dimensionality
of the SE problem within the research community: the

multidisciplinarity of the domain makes it particularly
difficult to identify gaps, open research questions, and
to interpret experimental results [4]. For example, stud-
ies often focus on single domains (e.g., technological,
human-related or design), but experimental designs capable
of isolating interaction effects across domains are hard
to devise without a clear framework of the underlying
cognitive processes. Similarly, most empirical research
results are limited to ‘untargeted’ attack scenarios, whereas
little understanding remains of the nuances of targeted
attacks and exploitation of target-relevant information
(e.g., memories). On the other hand, targeted attacks
are becoming increasingly relevant to the overall threat
landscape [2], [4], stressing the importance of filling the
gap between SE research results and real-world situations.

In this paper we underline that understanding the cogni-
tive processes involved in a SE attack is fundamental to (a)
advance the field of empirical and theoretical research in
SE by identifying gaps and effect interactions; (b) provide
a framework to evaluate and contextualize research results;
(c) characterize the SE attack surface to, for example, be
able to measure threat levels, or devise research toward
effective policies to thwart targeted SE attacks. To this
end, we develop and showcase a cognitive framework for
characterizing SE attacks based on theories and models of
human cognition drawn from the field of cognitive sciences.
The framework can support the design of experiments in
the SE domain (e.g., by providing a structure to isolate
cognitive effects), as well as being employed to characterize
and study existing, sophisticated attacks in the wild thus
helping uncovering novel attack techniques whose effects
may be tested in experimental settings. To showcase
the framework’s application, we analyze two academic
experiments simulating SE attacks [5], [6] and two real
SE attack cases [2], [4] to illustrate how the framework
can be used to identify gaps and ways forward.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents
the derivation and description of the cognitive framework
and Section 3 showcases it. Section 4 discusses open gaps
and ways forward. Section 5 discusses related work and
Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Cognitive framework of SE attacks

2.1. Framework derivation

Cognitive sciences identify a general set of components
that constitute the architecture of the cognitive processes of
the human mind whose body of evidence stems from the
fields of psychology, linguistics and neuroscience [8], [9].



TABLE 1: Theories and models extracted from the cognitive science literature.
Theory/Model References Key aspects

Working Memory
model (WMM)

Baddeley [7],
Hastie and Dawes [8],
Anderson
(pp. 129-131) [9]

This model is a multi-module model where input and output modules encode information
from sensory systems. The main module is the Working Memory (WE) where manipulation
of information from perception modules occur. A major system is the Long-Term Memory
(LTM) that contains all sorts of information including procedures for thinking and deciding.
The controller of these modules is the Central Executive (CE) which functions as the
attention selector and controller of explicit and implicit cognition.

Dual-process
theories (DpT)

Evans [10]
Sanfey et al. [11]
De Neys and Glumicic [12]
Oppenheimer [13],
Hastie and Dawes
(pp. 21-27) [8]

Dual-processing models theorize two different modes for cognitive processing, one highly
cognitive-intensive, and the other engaging only low-cognition. A common conceptualization
of these modes are “System-1 and System-2”, where two systems compete for over response:
one is unconscious, rapid, automatic, and high capacity; the other is conscious, slow and
deliberative. Regardless of the conceptualization, these theories suggest a mixed use of fast
and approximate computations based on heuristics where only the final product (e.g., behavior)
is posted in consciousness. The engagement of higher or lower cognition is mediated by
exogenous and endogenous contextual variables, for example, the environment, fluency, etc.

Global Workspace
theory (GWT)

Baars [14]
Dehaene and Naccache [15]
Baars and Franklin [16]

This theory focuses on conscious processing whose coordination and control depend on the
CE and its access to a global workspace where other processes are running automatically
and unconsciously. The cognitive cycle starts with a competition for consciousness of signals
from perception modules and LTM, which then can proceed to the WM (via attention) if
goal-relevant or picked up by other modules of the workspace. Attention modulates the
access to consciousness. WM and LTM function as a substrate for the cognitive cycle.

Expected
Utility
theory (EUT)

Hastie and Dawes
(pp. 551-552) [8]

This theory describes a rational decision making method under uncertainty where individuals
seek the highest combination of subjective value (utility) and the highest (expected) probability
of events. This decision-making technique can be enabled only by perfectly rational agents.

Prospect
theory (PT)

Hastie and Dawes
(pp. 655-658) [8]

This theory describes a decision making method under uncertainty where individuals seek
the highest utility and the highest prospect (the potential to happen in a desired way) of
events. The difference with the expected utility theory lies in the asymmetry of weighting
the probability of events for which, for example, losses can have bigger weights than equal
gains. This theory corroborates the dual-processing nature in dual-process theories.

Load theory of
attention (LToA)

Lavie [17] Perception processes all stimuli in an automatic mandatory fashion until capacity permits.
In case of high perceptual load it is less easy to get distracted by goal-irrelevant stimuli.
Whereas in high cognitive load it is easier to get distracted by goal-irrelevant stimuli. Thus,
an effortful goal-relevant attention is necessary in directing executive functions (CE) and
distractors can more easily disrupt goal-relevant processing.

Feature-integra-
tion theory (FiT)

Anderson
(pp. 62-65) [9]

People typically focus their visual attention on a stimulus before they can synthesize its
features into a pattern. This happens in the perception step where early perceptual processing
occurs and patterns are recognized. It follows that anomalies are easier to spot when their
features do not mix well in a perceived pattern. Thus, selective attention is needed to perform
an array search between similar features which is a more difficult task.

To derive the building blocks of our framework, we
investigated popular theories of cognition in the cognitive
sciences [8], [9], and mapped those to the SE domain.
Table 1 presents an overview of the extant theories and
models of cognition summarizing the common perspectives
of cognitive processes. We examine the cognitive processes
corresponding to human information processing that can
be affected by an attacker during an SE attack, as reported
by various studies in this domain [18]–[22]. The identified
‘building blocks’ of the human cognitive processes that are
relevant to SE attacks are reported in Table 2, pictured in
Figure 1, and presented in detail in the next section.

2.2. Framework building blocks

Stimulus: The stimulus is any input (e.g., an event, a
sound, a message) that triggers a cognitive process. In the
SE context, the stimulus represents the means by which
the attack is delivered to its (human) target. A stimulus
is characterized by attributes describing its content and
form. Examples of attributes can be presence/absence of
a spoofed address in an email [23], style of writing [24],
or the presence of text aimed to evoke past memories of
the target [25]. These attributes contribute in determining

which components of the framework may be “activated”
as the information is processed.
Parameters: Parameters are used to capture contextual
information during the cognitive process. Context is as-
sumed to influence many aspects of the production and
understanding of text and speech, and is defined as the set
of subjective constructions or “definitions” of the relevant
dimensions (i.e., parameters) of social or communicative
situations [26]. We distinguish between attack parameters
and target parameters. Attack parameters represent the
assumptions that the attacker makes on the targets and their
context. Target parameters characterize the properties of
the target and the context in which the target is when the ex-
ternal stimulus arrives. Thus, target parameters mediate the
processing pipeline from stimulus to behavior and define
the overall context in which the cognitive processes takes
place. As shown later, this distinction allows us to reason on
the level of targetization of an attack and its effectiveness as
the success of the attack is strongly related to the alignment
of attack parameters with target parameters [27], [28].
Perception: Perception decodes the sensory information
from an incoming stimulus. Perception is a complex
process spanning from audio-visual interpretation to
features integration and pattern recognition. In particular,
perception functions as a signal receiver that translates



TABLE 2: Building blocks

Component Theory Description

Stimuli All Any event or object that stimulates the senses.
Perception GWT

LToA
FiT

A signal receiver that translates the stimulus
into percepts. It is mediated by other cognitive
processes, like LTM associations, that can be
concepts, procedures and categorizations, e.g.,
facial features.

Attention WMM
DpT
GWT
LToA
FiT

A set of systems that modulate the access to
consciousness. It has a limited capacity whose
allocation can be exogenous (controlled by the
stimulus) or endogenous (goal oriented by the
Central Executive).

Elaboration GWT
DpT
PT
EUT

A block responsible for reasoning, like making
a decision. It evaluates the available informa-
tion from the loaded percepts and memory.
It allocates cognitive resources, e.g. WM or
Attention, based on currents needs.

Anomaly DpT A condition when Elaboration cannot deal with
the computation due to, e.g., wrong or lack
of contextual cues, and engages in effortful
processing, like consciously directing attention
and making use of WM.

Heuristic DpT A condition in which Elaboration block has
found a satisficing rule and engages in low
effort processing by relying on heuristics to
evaluate information and make inferences.

Behavior All The output of the process. It is the response of
the whole system to the stimuli, like comply-
ing or not complying with the request in the
stimulus.

Parameters — Properties characterizing the context in which
the cognitive process occurs.

Substrate

Long-Term
Memory

WMM
GWT
FiT

A memory system where knowledge is held in-
definitely. The two main types of memories are
stored therein: explicit recollections of factual
information and implicit procedural memories.

Working
Memory

WMM
GWT
LToA

A limited capacity system allowing the tempo-
rary storage (Short-Term Memory) and manip-
ulation of information necessary for complex
tasks as comprehension, learning and reasoning.

Central
Executive

WMM
GWT

An attentional control system that voluntarily
manipulates the WM functions.

the stimulus into a ‘percept’ and automatically loads,
from Long-Term Memory (LTM) further associations,
experiences and judgments related to the stimulus and
its attributes based on the contextual parameters of
the subject [8], [9]. Perception fetches this information
and makes them readily available for the upcoming
computation, similarly to what caching does in computing.
In the SE context, perception is relevant with respect to SE
attacks relying on priming [21]: before the (attack) stimuli
arrive, the target may receive ‘priming’ stimuli that do not
necessarily result in behaviour (hence are not represented
explicitly in Figure 1) but may have strong effects on the
subject’s subsequent decisions [29]. Related concepts and
information are stored in LTM, that could then be recalled
in form of precepts when a new stimulus arrives, potentially
conditioning the targets’ decisions as detailed above.

Attention: Attention readies the central nervous system to
process and respond to stimuli [9], [16], [17]. Attentional
systems select information to process at serial bottlenecks
and progressively filter irrelevant signals and informa-
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Figure 1: Generic framework of cognition for SE attacks

tion [9] (pp. 53-54). Within the contemporary theories of at-
tention, two general models exist on different cognition lev-
els [17] [9] (p. 54-74): ‘peripheral attention’ relates to the
sensory experience related to visual and auditory signals,
whereas ‘central attention’ relates to the semantics of the
stimulus at a higher level of abstraction. Since we are con-
cerned with higher level processing, i.e. when stimuli have
already been pre-processed, we here consider ‘central at-
tention’, whose purpose is to select ‘lines of thought’ and to
focus on a task while allowing for interruption by secondary
tasks [9] (pp. 69-72). Central attention influences which
and how stimuli are processed depending on the current set
of goals in a given moment. SE attacks exploit the lower
amount of attention payed to stimuli that may be of less
relevance to a subject in a given moment but still calling for
action, like urgent or authoritative requests. Such is the case
with exogenous attention, which has been demonstrated to
lead to higher deception rates in the study of Morgan et
al. [30] where they set participants’ (central) attention to
be endogenous or exogenous to react to malicious pop-ups.

Elaboration: Elaboration is responsible for processing the
information incoming from the other blocks and informa-
tion stored in memory. The processing involves various
conscious and unconscious mental operations performed
by a multitude of interconnected and distributed sub-
modules [8], [9], [15]. As we are concerned with the
cognitive features that can affect cognitive functions with
respect to SE attacks, functional and neurobiological defini-
tions of such sub-modules, or the mapping of psychological
modules with specific neural circuits, is not of relevance
here. Within the scope of this work, the elaboration block
is therefore treated as a black box whose operation is
influenced by two modulating factors that are known to
influence processing and, consequently, behavior in the
context of SE: heuristics and anomalies [20], [31], [32].

Heuristics are fast and implicit (that is, not available
to introspection) psychological rules that aid judgment and
decision making in the elaboration phase [8]. Their use is
akin to ‘speculative execution’ in computing where heuris-
tic processing employs a number of cognitive shortcuts that



lead to appropriate behaviour under most circumstances.
Heuristics can emerge from the need of having adequate
but fast decisions (e.g., triggering innate behaviour under
life-threatening situations), or to lower the cognitive burden
associated with repetitive, pattern-specific decisions (e.g.,
breaking under a red light while driving, or to perform
repetitive tasks) [33]–[35]. Cognitive biases such as those
described by Cialdini, and often employed in SE research,
can also be described as heuristics [20], [36]. Heuristics are
stored in Long-term Memory and are mostly automatic
and unconscious in nature [8]. The effects of heuristics
are commonly exploited in all sorts of SE attacks, such
as phishing [37] or social networks [38], and are thought
to significantly affect the success of attacks [5], [6], [39].

The second influencing factor are Anomalies,
anomalous conditions that take place when elaboration
is unable to handle information that does not fit an
automated processing pattern [33], [34] (e.g., a mismatch
between URL and the expected domain name). Therefore,
the CE (see Table 2) has to allocate cognitive resources to
accomplish the current task, such as consciously directing
attention to the processing of the anomaly, effectively
creating a new goal for the elaboration. This requires
employing the WM to handle the current task and reason on
a judgment or decision by means of a wider set cognitive
capabilities [15], for example making connections between
experiences and knowledge stored in LTM with the current
case [7]. This mechanism is employed, for example, in anti-
phishing training to allow for anomalies to be triggered,
where relevant (or “mediating”) knowledge is instilled
(e.g., what is phishing, what the URL means, etc.) and
applied in practice (e.g., embedded phishing exercise) [40].
The availability of relevant knowledge (e.g., expertise) [41],
the lack of cognitive resources (e.g., workload, stress) [30]
or habits (e.g., context, personality) [31] are all exemplar
factors that can condition the triggering of anomalies.
Behavior: Behavior is the output of the cognitive process
(e.g., the decision to click a link). The last behavior can
serve as a new stimulus and initiate a new cognitive cycle.
Substrate: The substrate represents the computational
architecture on top of which the building blocks run
[8]. The main components are described at the bottom
of Table 2. The cognitive framework operates on a
substrate made from the Long-Term Memory (LTM)
and Working Memory (shaded in Fig. 1). These two
components comprise multiple processing and memory sub-
modules and constitute a ‘workbench’ for mental processes
[8], [16]. The Central Executive (CE, not present in
the figure for readability) is responsible for the coordination
of mental processes, control of selective endogenous
attention and inhibition of automatic responses [16].

3. Cognitive analysis of SE attacks
To illustrate the framework and its applicability to a

range of SE scenarios, we apply it to model two SE attacks
simulated in academic experiments [5], [6] and two real
SE attack cases from the literature [2], [4] of varying
‘sophistication’. This illustration showcases how both real
and synthetic SE attacks can be interpreted and broken
down using the proposed cognitive framework, similarly
to the what is done in [42]. The symbols used through the
description of SE attacks are shown in Table 3.

TABLE 3: Notation
Symbol Desc. Examples

X stimulus message, picture, result of actions, etc.

γ attribute medium, features of text and images, etc.

α, θ parameters attack and target parameters
αp, θp personal age, gender, education, trust propensity, etc.
αw , θw work years of service (YoS), role, domain, tasks, etc
αs, θs setting relevant goals, concurrent events, event time, etc.

Y behavior any action as a response to stimuli & params.

tnth stage current stage of the cognitive process

3.1. Breakdown of two SE academic experiments

Parking fine phishing attack [5]
The first example is derived from a study on phishing

susceptibility [5] and represents a simple phishing attempt
whose pretext is a parking fine issued by (allegedly) a
local police authority. The targets are nudged to click on
a link in the phishing email; if this happens, the attack is
considered successful. A representation of the attack using
our framework is given in Fig. 2 and the verbatim text of
the phishing email is provided in Appendix A (Listing 1).
Stimulus & Parameters: The email is the stimulus X trig-
gering the cognitive process of the target. Oliveira et al. [5]
explicitly implemented an authority persuasion technique
in the phishing email (modeled as the attribute of the stim-
ulus γ1 in Fig. 2) and considered the attack parameters age
(αp

1) and life domain (αs
2) in their experiment design. How-

ever, other parameters, such income, attention state, car
ownership, etc., may also be relevant to the cognitive pro-
cess of the victim. For simplicity, we include here attack pa-
rameters αs

1=goal-relevancy:exogenous (as the stimulus is
likely unrelated to the focus of the target when receiving it),
and αp

2=car owner:true (as the attacker assumes the target
owns a car). These considerations emerge naturally from
the attack description and pretext respectively given in [5].
Perception: At this point, the target’s cognitive process
automatically accesses past experiences related to the stim-
ulus (e.g., dealing with bureaucracy, money concerns, previ-
ous decisions in similar contexts and associated emotions).
The low specificity of the pretext is likely to cause only few
or vague perceptive associations in the target. This means
that the stimulus is likely to be only loosely linked to pre-
existing memories due to the a-specificity of the message.
Attention: As in the attack simulation run in [5] the
subjects do not expect to receive the provided stimulus, the
pretext is unlikely to be linked to the current activity of the
targets. Therefore, in most instances of the attack the atten-
tion block will process the stimulus as ‘exogenous’ to the
current setting, matching the attacker expectation defined
in αs

1. Therefore, the initial elaboration is likely to be in-
fluenced by the use of less resource-demanding heuristics.
Elaboration: The attack implements the persuasion tech-
nique ‘authority’ (γ1), exploiting the associated cognitive
bias to increase the chances the target will comply with the
email [36]. As shown in [5], authority is particularly effec-
tive when related to the legal domain and against young
people, which are represented in our framework by attacker
parameters αs

2 and αp
1. Matching these parameters to the

actual subjects receiving the stimulus will increase the
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Figure 2: Untargeted fine-parking phishing experiment [5]

chances the target will employ heuristic processing once di-
rected here from the Attention block. On the other hand, the
elaboration may occur with a higher amount of resources
if an anomaly is detected. For example, if the subject does
not own a car, i.e., there does not exist a target parameter
matching αp

2, an Anomaly is likely to engage more WM dur-
ing elaboration (akin to re-reading a sentence that does not
make sense at a first glance). Additional anomalies may be
caused by the detection of a ‘suspicious’ URL in the email
(e.g., as influenced by a subject’s technical knowledge, a
possible parameter in θp), or of an unknown sender.
Behavior: The attack succeeds if the target clicks the
provided link, as per study design. In a real-world scenario,
a new stage may be necessary to complete the attack (e.g.,
a phishing web page where to insert user credentials).
Discussion: This attack is rather unsophisticated as it
relies on the fortuitous matching between attack and target
parameters. The cognitive processing described in the
Elaboration step points out that mismatches between the
parameters and the pretext may cause anomalies in the sys-
tem that move the execution to the more cognitive intensive
processing, which will lead to the failure of the attack. We
note that the framework structure forces the identification
of parameters (e.g., for attention and anomalies) that are
not explicitly included in the original experiment design.
This suggests that our conceptualization may be useful to
identify factors (and limitations) in an experiment design;
for instance, αp

2 can be a confounding variable in the attack.

Tailored phishing against organizations [6]
The second example concerns a study on tailored

phishing against a university and a consultancy company
where a bogus organization department asks employees to
update their holiday schedule. The pretexts are carefully
designed to mimic internal communication patterns and
cognitive exploits are employed to enhance the efficacy of
the attack [6]. The targets are nudged to click on a link
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Figure 3: Tailored phishing experiment [6]

and enter their credentials on the fake company page; only
submissions to the fake portal are considered as successful,
making this a two stage attack. To capture this, we represent
the stage in which a stimulus is used and write Xti to
denote the stimulus used in the i-th stage of the attack. A
representation of the attack using our framework is given
in Fig. 3 and the verbatim text of the phishing email is
provided in Appendix B (Listing 2).
Stage 1
Stimulus & Parameters: The email is the first stimulus
triggering the cognitive process of the target (Xt1 in Fig. 3).
[6] tests four persuasion techniques: Authority, Scarcity,
Consistency and Liking, represented as an attribute of the
stimulus (γXt1

1 ). Additionally, every persuasion technique
is enhanced with three notification methods: extended
Contact information, Personalization towards the target
and extended Subject line (γXt1

2 in Figure 3).
The considered attack parameters are job position

(αw
1 : junior, senior and support staff) and affiliation (αw

2 :
university and company) which are the control variables
as per experiment design. Other parameters, such attention
state, work load, time of the day etc., may also be
relevant to the process. We include here attack parameters
αs
1=goal-relevancy:exogenous (as the stimulus in the first

stage, at t1, is likely unrelated to the focus of the target
when receiving it), and αs

2=daytime:11AM (as the attacker
assumes to hit a larger audience during the beginning



of a work day). These considerations emerge from the
experiment design and description given in [6].
Perception: In this stage the target’s cognitive process
automatically accesses past experiences related to the
stimulus (e.g., dealing with organization matters, previous
decisions in similar contexts and associated emotions).
The rather high specificity of the pretext is likely to link
perceptive associations in the target to relevant processes
the subject is used to within the organization.
Attention: No assumptions on the subjects expecting or
not expecting to deal with updating their holidays schedule
in that time frame are provided in [6]. However, the pretext
is unlikely to be linked to the current activity of the targets
as scheduling holidays is a sporadic activity. Therefore,
in most instances of the attack, the attention block will
process the stimulus as ‘exogenous’ to the current setting.
Hence, a low amount of cognitive resources is likely to
be allocated to the initial elaboration of the stimulus.
Elaboration: This attack implements various persuasion
techniques (γXt1

1 ), which exploit the associated cognitive
biases to push the target to complete the decision-making
process heuristically [36]. Following the experiment
design in [6], the effect of these heuristics is enhanced
by their placement in the email (e.g., subject line, contact
information, or signature), γXt1

2 . On the other hand, the
elaboration may occur with a higher amount of cognitive
resources if an anomaly is detected, for example, when
the subject has already completed a vacation schedule
or the pretext does not apply to the target at all. For
instance, as reported in [6], interns were ‘immune’ to
the pretext due to their temporary position. Additional
anomalies may be caused by inconsistencies with the
usual communication patterns at the organization (e.g.,
as influenced by the subject’s experience, e.g. θw: senior).
Behavior: The first stage succeeds if the target clicks the
provided link and the second stage begins (t2) with the
phishing web page being displayed. Percepts and decisions
made within this stage are retained and influence the target
parameters and processing of the next stage (t2).
Stage 2
Stimuli & Parameters: The second-stage begins with the
website (Xt2 ) led to by the link in the email. We consider
the page URL (γXt2

1 ) as a relevant attribute for the pro-
cessing the this new stimulus, since the attackers actively
masqueraded the URL to look like legitimate [6]. The
security knowledge of an employee can be represented with
αw
3 to represent whether training has been administered.

Perception & Attention: Similarly to Xt1
1 , context is main-

tained with additional percepts concerning the displayed
web page, like page contents and layout. We assume the at-
tention deployed in this stage to be endogenous αs

1 because
the subject may be actively engaged with the stimulus and
have a defined goal in the WM at this point of the attack.
Elaboration: Although endogenous control is exerted,
the exact replica of the page layout and design should
accommodate the heuristic processing as the user may be
habituated to login to the organization’s portal [43]. How-
ever, an anomaly can be generated by processing the URL
bar of the browser, or due to discrepancies with any other
relevant previous percept or memory regarding the present

stimulus (e.g., page formatting, ‘lock’ in the url bar, etc.).
On the other hand, these effects also depend on previous
knowledge of the user regarding general Internet security
practices, possibly as influenced by received training (αw

3 ).

Behavior: At this stage, the attack is successful if creden-
tials are submitted in the bogus web portal.

Discussion: Unlike the previous case, the examined SE
attack implements a tailored context for the targets in
terms of a higher amount of conceivably matching work
parameters. The investigators employ a set of persuasion
techniques and delivery methods to favour heuristics-
driven elaboration and increase the odds of success. The
framework’s explicit representation of anomalies allows
to reason on the effects of a highly specific pretext on
targets’ cognitive processes: the αw

2 parameter (university
vs. company) leads to different outcomes with respect
to αw

1 (junior vs. senior vs. support) where the lack of
knowledge of internal organization processes makes junior
employees less capable in identifying anomalies in the
communication [6]. Further, the two-stage break down of
the simulated attack can make it easier to isolate factors
that may not have been considered during the experiment
design: what is the influence of a mimicked URL versus
a random one with the chosen pretext and parameters?

3.2. Breakdown of two real SE attacks

NGO spear-phishing [2]
This example is a tailored spear phishing attack against

an NGO, where the email replays an actual announcement
about a conference in Geneva and was edited by the
attacker to indicate that all fees would be covered by the
organizers and encourages to open an attachment [2]. A
representation of the attack using our framework is given
in Fig. 4 and the verbatim text of the phishing email is
provided in Appendix C (Listing 3).

Stimulus & Parameter: The email pretext clearly revolves
around the human rights topic in the context of NGOs and
is anchored to two specific themes regarding the Uyghur
population and a conference in Geneva. In particular, the
attacker assumes the subject’s work parameters (αw) to
map the professional context at a given NGO, and the
setting parameters to represent the assumed attentional
state (αs

1), the conference date (αs
2) and the time of the

day when the email is sent, to reflect working hours (αs
3).

The stimulus’ attributes comprise the impersonation of the
sender (γ1) and an invitation with covered costs (γ2) (a
trigger for the reciprocity persuasion technique commonly
used in advertisement [36]).

Perception: Given the high specificity of the stimulus,
perception will yield the loading of a rich context in
subjects that match the parameters. A rich set of percepts
and cached computations provides the attacker with a
wider attack surface, e.g., to trigger biases and to exploit
heuristics related to that context.

Attention: We have no information on whether the targets
are focused on actions related to that specific stimulus when
it is processed; from the discussion provided in [2], we
assume exogenous attention for most targets, which fosters
the use of Heuristics later during elaboration in Fig. 4.
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Figure 4: NGO spear-phishing attack [2]

Elaboration: Three evident features of the loaded
information aim to exploit the Heuristic processing: (i)
citing different organizations and topics that the target
presumably encounters frequently (αw

1 , αw
3 ) exploits the

availability heuristic; (ii) the invitation itself (αs
2) and the

covered travel costs (γ2) appeal to the reciprocity heuristic;
and (iii) the detailed contact information provided in
the email boosts the validity of the messenger as an
authoritative source (γ1, αw

2 , αw
3 ). These and other attack

parameters (e.g., αs
3) aim to facilitate as much as possible

the reliance on Heuristics and compete against any other
cue that might cause an anomaly or mismatch, like an
inaccurate conference date (αs

2) or anomalous timing for
a work-related email from that source (αs

3).

Behavior: The attack succeeds if the target decides to
open the attachment as it contains an exploit leading to
malware execution.

Discussion: A critical feature of this SE attack is the
specificity of the pretext in relation to the experience of
the targets. For example, a match of attack parameter αs

2

(i.e., whether the target has registered to the conference)
with the actual experience of the target would likely pos-
itively reinforce the heuristic judgment. Importantly, were
these parameters wrongly calibrated by the attacker, an
anomaly would be likely triggered, causing more resources
to employed for processing, thus thwarting the attack
altogether. The attack flow shows that, unlike the first exam-
ple (Sec. 3.1), a tailored pretext requires a large set of base-
line parameters aligned with the target’s context to enable
the attack in the first place, similarly to what is discussed
in [27]. When this necessary requirement is achieved, the
attacker can further develop the attack (e.g., including
cognitive exploits like in the second example, Sec. 3.1),
to keep the victim’s processing anchored to Heuristics.
Whereas a large attack parameter space increases chances
of success when well calibrated, the framework suggests
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Figure 5: LinkedIn multi-stage attack [4]

that this also increases chances of mismatch, which may
backfire and lead to attack failure. With this representation
at hand, our framework can potentially enable the design
of an ordinal metric to sort similar attacks in terms of
matching parameters, amount of knowledge on the targets,
akin to [44], and usage of cognitive exploits, e.g. [45].

LinkedIn multi-stage attack [4]
The last example is the case of a highly-targeted spear-

phishing campaign against non-US white collar workers
on LinkedIn [4], who are offered an appealing job position
in the US. Prospect candidates applying for the job are
first asked to provide documents and personal details
(including a copy of their passport for VISA reasons),
and then a payment for the anticipated (fake) traveling
costs. Fig. 5 shows the application of the model and the
attacker messages are provided in Appendix D (Fig. 6 and
Listing 4). This attack evolves through three stages (t1−3),
in which different messages are exchanged with the target.
Stage 1



Stimulus & Parameters: The initial stimulus Xt1 is the
job offer post the subject is actively engaged with, i.e., the
task is in her goal stack (represented by attack parameter
αs
1). The stimulus is tailored for a precise set of subjects,

that is, experienced managerial workers not located in
the US (represented by attack parameters αw

1−3). The
communication medium (i.e., LinkedIn) is represented by
the stimulus attribute γXt1

1 .
Perception & Attention: In the perception step, a specific
and rich context is retrieved and readied to processing.
Since the percepts and loaded associations are assumed to
be goal-related, αs

1, endogenous attention is likely triggered.
Therefore, the elaboration will likely make use of more
cognitive resources.
Elaboration: While using more WM, the target’s cognitive
resources are focused on the job post, this engagement
may last only for a limited time period: the stimulus
is delivered on the LinkedIn platform, a trusted source
for job postings, and the job description is well curated
and points to an existing website matching the LinkedIn
company profile of the company advertising the job
posting. These attributes of the stimulus all act in unison
as ‘heuristics’ for legitimacy, pushing execution towards
heuristic processing. Further, the job description advertises
attractive job conditions and benefits, including insurance,
leave periods to visit family abroad (after moving to the
US), and a company car, further reinforcing biases.
Behavior: This stage of the attack succeeds if the target
decides to apply for the job position. The decision and
associated judgments made with the resource intensive WM
(Yt1) are automatically stored in LTM, and will be made
available for later use.
Stage 2
Stimulus & Parameters: In the second stage of the attack
(t2), the applicant is contacted via email (Listing 4) with
high promises (confirmation of eligibility, highlighting the
importance of the role and explanation of the benefits) and
low perceived costs (request to provide IDs for VISA/ap-
plication). In this stage, the communication medium is an
email, represented by stimulus attribute γXt2

1 .
Perception & Attention: When stimulus Xt2 is processed
in Perception (at t2 in Fig. 5), previous experience, de-
cisions and associated judgments (Yt1) are recalled from
LTM. These are key aspects to foster deception in this
and later stages of the attack as they produce reinforced
schemas based on previous experiences that the target
will rely on to form upcoming judgments and decisions.
The stimulus is still goal-related and, thus, endogenous
attention is allocated, leading to a higher usage of WM.
Elaboration: The loading of the percepts in the previous
step enables a set of heuristics related to the previous,
implicit commitment made in the first attack stage. This
is well aligned with the attacker’s objective to keep the
processing as much as possible towards using Heuristics,
where Xt2 can exploit a number of cognitive biases. The
foremost bias exploited in Xt2 pushes the subject to
remain consistent with their previous decisions (Yt1 ) [36].
Additionally, Social proof, Scarcity and Authority can be
exploited by the attacker, with the latter two supported
by attack parameter αs

2 (i.e., little time ahead of the
interview), and stimulus attribute γXt1

1 (i.e., a trustworthy

source) respectively. At this point, unless an anomaly
is triggered, the heuristic processing reaches a decision
whether to continue with the application.
Behavior: This stage of the attack succeeds if the target de-
cides to send the required documents (note that the attacker
can already extract value from the attack in the form of ID
theft from the passport scans and submitted subject details).
As in stage 1, the decision and associated judgments of
this stage (Yt2) are also stored in LTM for later use.
Stage 3
With the increasing strength of percepts characterizing
target’s previous commitments (Yt1 and Yt2), the attack
enters in its third and final stage (t3) in which a payment
is requested (cf. bottom of Listing 4). Stimulus Xt3 is
processed as in the previous stages, now with added support
to Heuristics in form of Consistency (with yt2 ) and Scarcity
biases. The latter is achieved by setting the date of the
alleged interview relatively close to when the communica-
tion happened (αs

2) – and with the requirement of getting a
VISA in time despite the upcoming Christmas vacations. At
this point, the most relevant anomaly that may jeopardize
the decision to comply are the travel constraints (the re-
quirement to book through the affiliate travel company). If
the commitment to undertake a positive decision overcomes
the costs of compliance [4], the target will most likely com-
ply with the attacker’s request and send the payment (Yt3 ).
Discussion: We showed how the model allows one to
consistently break down complex attacks into essential
steps characterizing the target’s cognitive processing of the
attack. By highlighting the interaction of multiple stages,
we can study the effects of the attacker’s strategy, such as
the trade-off between target commitment and (escalating)
attacker requests (e.g., to define when best to advance
a payment request as opposed to asking for additional
personal details). We also observe the tactics used to
elicit new information, such as applying the Social proof
persuasion technique in the second stage to gain a stronger
‘foot hold’ on the target’s side (i.e., it is usual business for
large companies to arrange travel and ask for documents).
It is worth noting that these considerations are in line with
the art of deception whose aim is to reduce suspicion in
the target’s mind [1], [46]. Importantly, studying the means
by which a target’s processing flow can be deviated from
the processing ‘desired’ by the attacker may open the way
to new training techniques or decision support systems,
for example actively detecting the ‘escalating’ nature of
complex SE attacks as revealed by the proposed framework.

4. Discussion

In this paper we propose a theoretical framework of
cognition for SE attacks that can guide the formulation,
design, and interpretation of SE research. We illustrate the
framework application against two real and two simulated
SE attacks of different levels of sophistication, and showed
how the framework allows one to consistently break
down attacks into essential steps characterizing the target’s
cognitive processing, with different degrees of complexity.
This not only allows one to compare different SE attacks
based on their cognitive features, but also allows one to
reason over why or how was the attack (in-)effective in
triggering the target to compliance.



Implications for research. The proposed framework can
be used by researchers to systematically identify short-
comings of simulated attacks and experiments, such as
isolating factors that are difficult to recognize without a
reference to the features of human cognition (e.g., spotting
anomalies), and when constructing pretexts and keeping
track of targets’ context (e.g., the matching of parameters).
The framework aids research over several dimensions:

The parameter space, to assure the modelling of a
realistic attacker that can match or measure the attack
and target parameters, as well as factors concerning the
context of their targets that may influence the outcomes
(e.g., exogenous or endogenous attention due to subject
variables). Similarly, pre-existent memories and experi-
ences may be employed in empirical settings to evaluate
the effects of percepts (in the ‘perception’ block) on the
unfolding decision-making.

Stimulus engineering over pretext and attributes. The
engineering of an artifact goes beyond the mere presence
of triggers for cognitive biases, and considers additional
features such as the effect of the message medium on
perception. For example, emails are often associated to
phishing, while LinkedIn posts may not. What are the
expected interactions between the stimulus attributes, and
the characteristics of the receiver (subject parameters)?

Attack execution and effect measurement. The
framework helps in identifying the key modulating aspects
impacting the execution of the attack, for example what
type of central attention is expected in the subject when
delivering the artifact. The iteration and modifications of
attack/subject parameters in multi-stage attacks can also be
‘modelled’ following the proposed framework: whereas no
formal empirical work has been carried out to date on this
aspect, the conceptualization proposed by our model shows
that, as in the LinkedIn attack example, multiple target-
attacker interactions can significantly modify the parameter
space across attack stages. The framework can further help
researchers in structuring post-experiment measurements,
for example by means of surveys, to assess the effects
of the attack/stimulus at the different levels of a target’s
cognitive processes. These include the usage of heuristics,
detection of anomalies, but also the possible presence of
percepts and memories that affect the computation.

Designing and assessing defensive policies and
training. Training activities can be aimed at different
levels of a cognition process. For example, from identifying
known biases to increasing the chances of an anomaly
triggering. Defensive policies can further benefit from this
conceptualization by investigating if and how the subject or
organizational parameter space can be tuned to increase the
chances for anomalies to occur. For example, by introduc-
ing specific target parameters (e.g., language) in everyday
communication patterns inside the organization that are
not easily matched by outsiders, or that is incompatible
with the triggering of innate biases (e.g., authority).
Implications for practice. The application of the
framework to sophisticated attacks against NGOs and
LinkedIn users revealed that the analysis of complex attacks
can be simplified and structured to analyze and compare
different attacks, their techniques, and execution conditions.
Breaking down sophisticated attacks helps to get insights
on the causes behind their effectiveness and to devise new
detection methods. From a threat intelligence point of view,

the forced identification of parameters of an attack, and the
match thereof, can help devise risk metrics for different
typologies of attacks, for example, based on their level
of sophistication. Identifying parameters of an attack may
be especially relevant when dealing with internal threats,
like ex-employees or undetected compromised accounts,
since insider information can be exploited to carry out
effective attacks [47]. Importantly, the breakdown of real
attacks allows researchers and practitioners alike to keep
track of innovative or previously unseen attack techniques,
contextualizing and isolating those in the overall cognitive
process, opening the way to better training, policies, and
research targeted at measuring related effects. Finally, our
framework can be useful when designing security systems
to reduce the opportunity for cognitive shortcomings to
trigger undesired behaviour, similarly to procedures used
in design and human computer interaction [42].

5. Related Work

Cognitive processes: Cranor [42] propose a framework for
reasoning about the human in the loop to analyze the root
cause of security failures attributed to human error. Their
framework is based on the Communication-Human Infor-
mation Processing (C-HIP) model from warning science
literature [48]. Pfleeger and Caputo [49] survey behavioral
science findings relevant to cyber-security, which partially
cover cognitive process features, for example, elaboration
and behavior. Montañez et al. [50] map existing studies
on various aspects of SE attacks into a basic and selective
framework of human cognition functions, and delimit
their considerations to stimuli engineering, short and
long-term cognitive factors and attention selection aspects
till behavior. Steinmetz et al. [46] examine the attributes
of SE attacks ascribed by social engineers and reveal that
the SE deceptions are intractably intertwined in situational,
cultural, and structural circumstances.
Characterization of SE attacks: Heartfield and
Loukas [51] propose a taxonomy of semantic SE attacks
along with their characteristics and review defense
techniques. Tetri and Vourinen [19] introduce a conceptual
framework for SE that touches attack characteristics,
parameters of targets and setting, and the execution SE
attacks. Sommestand and Karlzen [3] analyze phishing
field experiments by looking at experimental variables,
results and experiment design features, like hypotheses,
control variables, etc. The only previous work that
proposes a cognitive framework applied to SE attacks
is by Cranor [42]. Similarly to our work, the presented
framework illustrates the processing of information by
a human receiver whose behavior is dependent on a
set of processing steps, personal characteristics and
environmental disturbances. However, the scope of this
work is to facilitate the analysis of secure systems that rely
on humans, like an anti-phishing tool providing warnings
that may not be heeded by the human. Instead, our
framework aim to contextualize SE attacks from the point
of view of cognitive sciences where the received inputs and
processing steps are related to the attack itself. The work
of Steinmetz et al. [46] overlaps with ours in the intention
to understand the fundamentals of SE attacks’ success,
but only from an inherently social psychology perspective.



The interaction of cognitive and social processes described
therein naturally lends itself to further deployments of our
framework. The other articles that focus on human behavior
and cognition aspects [19], [49], [50] do not relate those
aspects to SE attacks, or do so implicitly or partially [3],
[51]. By contrast, attack characteristics and cognitive
processes are the central cornerstone of the present work.

6. Conclusion

In this paper we presented a novel cognitive framework
to dissect and characterize social engineering attacks, and
relating effects and attack techniques to specific cognitive
features and processes of the targets. We showcased the
proposed framework against four attacks (from realistic
to real, and from general to highly-targeted), illustrating
its application both for experimental design/empirical SE
research, and as an instrument to characterize attacks in
the wild. Future work can focus on the design of metrics
to, for example, quantify the sophistication or targetization
of an attack employing the proposed framework, or the
design of experiments to quantify/verify hypothesized
effects on specific cognitive blocks.
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Appendix A.
Parking fine phishing attack

This attack is taken from a study on phishing suscepti-
bility [5] and it is a simple phishing attempt which pretext
is a parking fine pretending to be from a local police
authority. The e-mail content is reported in Listing 1.

Listing 1: Parking fine phishing attack from [5].
Our resources have indicated that you have a
parking violation from 12/17/2015 at SW 89th
Avenue at 3:34pm.
Please go to our website to obtain more
information about the violation and to pay your
fine or refute your ticket: <link>

Appendix B.
Tailored phishing attack

This attack is taken from an experiment on tailored
phishing susceptibility [6] where the authors administer
treatments in randomized fashion to employees of a
university and a consultancy company. The (first stage)
e-mail content is reported in Listing 2. The second stage
is a replica of the organization’s intranet login page hosted
on a mimicked domain name.

Listing 2: Tailored phishing attack against organizations
[6]
From: info@{domain-name}
Subject: Your holiday hours
Dear Colleague,

To facilitate the planning of activities for the
period September to December, we invite you to
provide a rough estimate of the holiday hours
you are currently planning to take until the end
of this calendar year.
Please provide this information by following
this link:
{domain-name/path}

Thank you,
{signature}

Appendix C.
NGO spear-phishing attack

This attack is an advanced spear phishing attack against
an NGO [2]. The topic and wording is targeted to the
victims, the pretext refers to real specific events that are of
interest to the victims and impersonation of high-profile
identities is attempted too (with different techniques like
spoofing or typos, omitted in the verbatim text). The e-mail
content is reported in Listing 3.

Listing 3: NGO spear phishing attack from [2].
From: ...
Date: Mon, Mar 4, 2013 at 8:58 AM
Subject: Invitation Letter of WUC International
Conference
To: ...
Dear ...,

I am writing to you from the World Uyghur
Congress (WUC) and on behalf of the
Unrepresented Nations and Peoples Organization (
UNPO) and the Society for Threatened People (STP
) with financial support from the National
Endowment of Democracy, cordially invites you to
attend the WUC’s upcoming Conference which will
be held in Geneva between 11th and 13th March
2013.

Attached you can find the invitation letter. We
hope you will give a positive consideration to
this invitation, and look forward to meeting you
in Geneva. During your stay in Geneva, travel,
accommodation and food are covered by the WUC.

The WUC is a non-profit organization granted by
the National Endowment for Democracy in
Washington, DC to peacufully promote human
rights, democracy and freedom for the Uyghur
people in East Turkestan.
If you have any questions or queries regarding
your participation, please do not hesitate to
contact me. Phone: ..., Fax: ..., e-mail: ...

sincerely,

Appendix D.
LinkedIn multi-stage attack

This attack is a multi-stage, highly targeted spear-
phishing attack against white-collar workers on LinkedIn
[4] that actively employs collected information on its



Figure 6: Stage 1 - The LinkedIn job post.

targets to forge the attack artifacts used in each stage
of the attack. The LinkedIn post in Fig. 6 refers to a
(fictitious) Eliora Construction company located in the US.
The offer is targeted towards a specific set of European,
North African and Middle East countries where white-
collar workers may be more easily appealed to it. Listing 4
presents relevant portions of the artifacts used in the next
stages of the attack.

Listing 4: LinkedIn multi-stage attack from [4].

[STAGE 2]

Dear Applicant,
I write to inform you that your resume has been
properly reviewed and screened by our recruiting
board and you have been found eligible for this
vacant position. Be informed that you have been
shortlisted for an interview scheduled for
Friday, 12th of January 2018 at ELIORA
CONSTRUCTION COMPANY, 1055 Metropolitan Avenue
Charlotte, North Carolina, 28204, United States
of America.

[...] our primary reason for requesting for your
physical presence is to have our chief project
manager have a one on one interview with you and
ensure you possess the aforementioned qualities
and also have you familiarize yourself with the
company structure as well as a recap on past
and upcoming project.

[...] Please note that our official travelling
consultant shall handle your travel needs which
will include flight tickets, hotel reservations,
visa procurement and transfers within the
United States. More so, you will be responsible
for all your travel expenses made through our
affiliated travel agency. These expenses shall
then be refunded to you by Eliora Construction
on arrival at the interview venue

[STAGE 3]

[...] Job Locations: As advertised on LinkedIn (
Further information will be issued after the
interview).

[...] Our company’s accountant will furnish you
with our banking details for making a wire
transfer of your booking cost as soon as your
documents have been received.

[...] Interviews are also designed to ascertain
claims of working experience. Should any claim
be found wanting the affected expatriate may be
deported. Please note that our official
travelling consultant shall handle your travel
needs

[...] you will be responsible for all your
travel expenses made through our affiliated
travel agency.

[...] Date of Interview: Friday, 12th of January
2018
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